CONCLUSION.	3*1
loving self too only in the ideal, differs as much as pos-
sible from selfishness, being associated with self-respect,
humility and independence, as selfishness is allied with
self-contempt, with arrogance, and with vanity.
Once more, how is this enthusiasm kindled ? All virtues
perpetuate themselves in a manner. When the pattern is
once given it will be printed in a thousand copies. This
enthusiasm, then, was shown to men in its most consum-*'
mate form in Jesus Christ. From him it flows as from a
fountain. How it was kindled in him who knows ? ' The
abysmal deeps of personality' hide this secret. It was
the will of God to beget no second son like him. But
since Christ showed it to men, it .has been found possible
for them, to imitate it, and every new imitation, by bring-
ing the marvel visibly before us, revives the power of the
original. As a matter of fact the Enthusiasm is kindled
constantly in new hearts, and though in few it burns
brightly, yet perhaps there are not very many in which it
altogether goes out. At least the conception of morality
wklch Christ gave has now become the universal one, and
no man is thought good who does not in some measure
satisfy it.
Living examples are, as a general rule, more potent
than those of which we read in books. And it is true
that the sight of very humble degrees of Christian hu-
manity in action will do more to kindle the Enthusiasm,
in most cases, -than reading the most impressive scenes in
the life of Christ. It cannot, therefore, be said that
Christ is the direct source of all humanity. It is handed
on like the torch from runner to runner in the race of
life. Still it not only existed in Christ in a preeminent
degree, but the circumstances of Ms life and death gave
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